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Overview
Artists have many different ways of creating characters. Some
artists and filmmakers build kinetic, or moveable, puppets to
create animated film characters. Follow the instructions in this
packet to learn how to create your own character and build a
moveable puppet! This project will take about 20 minutes to
complete.

Talk It Out
Think about your favorite animated film or cartoon.

Minato Matsuda, Haruna Ueno, and Tomoko Taiga, Om Nom Nom, 2018.
Photo courtesy Minato Matsuda, Haruna Ueno, and Tomoko Taiga.

○ What makes it your favorite film?
○ Who is the main character? Is this

Materials

character a person or an
animal? What do they look like? How do they move?
○ What do you like about this character?
○ Where does the film take place?
○ What happens to the character in the story?
○ Are there other characters in the story? What are they like?
How do they move?

Try mimicking the movements each
character makes with your own body!
○ How
○ How

does it feel to move in that way?
do the movements change based on the character you
are mimicking?
Now it’s your turn to create your own character and story! Start
by thinking about the character you want to make and the story
you want to tell by answering the following questions (and referring to the character templates at the end of this packet):

○ Cardstock or thick paper
(If cardstock is unavailable, you can use regular printer paper.)
○ Coloring materials
(We recommend markers, crayons, or colored pencils.)
○ Scissors
○ Pencil
○ Brads for fastening paper
(If brads are unavailable, try using string.)
○ Skewer, toothpick, or other sharp object to poke holes in the
paper
○ Tape
○ Person, dinosaur, tiger, and bird templates found at the end
of the packet

Project Set-up
Start by clearing off a large flat surface where you can do this
project. A table will work just fine!

○ What is your character’s name?
Are they an animal or a person?
○ What do they look like? What are they wearing?
○ Where do they live?
○ What is their favorite thing to do?
○ Consider how the choices you make impact the way your
character would move. For example, how would a tiger wearing
roller skates move? How would a person balancing a ball on
their head move?
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Step 1

Step 3

Look through the character templates at the end of this packet
and choose one that you would like to use to create your own
character puppet. Print off the template (or trace the template
from your screen) on a thicker piece of paper, like cardstock.
If you want to create a different character, try drawing your own
template by creating a shape for the head, body, arms, and legs!

Use scissors to cut out every shape along the lines. Once all
of the shapes are cut out, lay them out on your table and
arrange them to form your character.

Step 2

Step 4

Use your coloring materials to add designs or clothing to the
different parts of your character. Keep in mind that all of the
shapes will be cut out and put together to create your moveable puppet.

The black dots on each shape should line up with at least
one black dot on another shape. These dots are where the
pieces will be attached together. Line the shapes up at the
dots by matching the numbers on each shape. If you created
your own shapes, draw a black dot on each shape where they
touch. Your dots should be about 1/4 in. from the outside of the
shape.
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Step 5

Step 7

Place a small piece of tape over each black dot on your template pieces. Fold the piece of tape over to the back of your
shape. If needed, trim down the excess tape hanging off the
edge of your shapes. This tape will help protect the paper from
ripping during the next steps.

Attach two pieces of your movable character together using
the brads or the string. If using the brads, insert the pointed
end through the shapes and then fold down the handles of
the brad on the back side of your shapes. If using the string,
thread it through the pieces you want to connect and tie a
loose knot to keep the pieces together, while still leaving room
for them to move.

Step 6

Step 8

Use the brad, a skewer, or other sharp object to poke holes in
each shape where the black dots are located. The holes should
be small, but still large enough to fit a brad or piece of string
through.

Continue using the same method to attach the other shapes to
your character. Keep using this process until you have attached
all of the shapes and completed your character.
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Keep Exploring

Share your artwork with us by using @walkerartcenter and
#walkerartcenter or email a photo of your artwork to
freefirstsaturday@walkerart.org. Check out #walkerartcenter to see
what other families are making!

Look at the character you’ve made. Choose one word to describe it.
○ How did you decide what kind of character to make?
○ How would your character move? What would they say?
○ What kind of short film or movie would your character be in? Why?
○ What other kinds of characters do you think your character would

interact with?
If you like, continue creating more characters using different colors
and materials!
Next, try coming up with a story that features your characters.
○ Where is your story set? What do the characters’ surroundings look

like? What do they sound like?

○ How does your story begin?
○ Does anything happen to your characters? How do the characters

interact with each other?

○ How does your story end?

You can use this template to sketch out each scene in your story from
the beginning to the end.
Next, share your story with your family or a friend! You can tell them
the story, write it down and add illustrations, or act it out using your
puppets!
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